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Abstract
Various equivalences between so-called soft theorems which con-
strain scattering amplitudes and Ward identities related to asymp-
totic symmetries have recently been established in gauge theories and
gravity. So far these equivalences have been restricted to the case of
massless matter fields, the reason being that the asymptotic symme-
tries are defined at null infinity. The restriction is however unnatural
from the perspective of soft theorems which are insensitive to the
masses of the external particles.
In this work we remove the aforementioned restriction in the con-
text of scalar QED. Inspired by the radiative phase space description
of massless fields at null infinity, we introduce a manifold description
of time-like infinity on which the asymptotic phase space for massive
fields can be defined. The “angle dependent” large gauge transforma-
tions are shown to have a well defined action on this phase space, and
the resulting Ward identities are found to be equivalent to Weinberg’s
soft photon theorem.
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1 Introduction
Recently a new perspective on asymptotic symmetries and infrared effects
in quantum field theories on (asymptotically) flat space times has emerged
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The presence of massless particles (responsible for the infrared
effects) implies the existence of a radiative phase space associated to such
a theory which is localized at null infinity [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The asymptotic
symmetries are “large gauge transformations” which do not die down at
infinity and give rise to charges defined on this phase space. The Ward
identities associated to such charges turn out to be related to the so-called
soft theorems which are infrared constraints on scattering amplitudes.
In the case of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), it was shown in a series
of seminal works by Strominger and He et. al. [1, 5] that the soft pho-
tons of the theory are goldstone bosons associated to a spontaneous breaking
of asymptotic symmetries. The connection between asymptotic symmetries
and soft photons was firmly established by proving an equivalence between
Weinberg’s soft photon theorem [11] and the Ward identities associated to
the (spontaneously broken) large gauge transformations [5].
This work was further generalized in a number of different directions, for
instance by clarifying the connection between the symmetry group of semi-
classical gravity in asymptotically flat spacetimes (known as the BMS group
[8, 10]) and various soft graviton theorems which arise in perturbative quan-
tum gravity [2, 3, 4, 12, 13].
Remarkable as this progress has been, it has so far remained restricted to
situations where all the particles involved in the scattering are massless.
However, as Weinberg’s soft theorems are applicable (and in-fact originally
derived for!) theories where the photons or gravitons couple to massive par-
ticles, it is a natural question to ask if the connection between asymptotic
symmetries and soft theorem remains valid in that case. In this paper, we
show that in the case of scalar QED where the charged scalar particles are
massive, this is indeed the case. That is, the existence of an infinite dimen-
sional Abelian group of asymptotic symmetries of the (formal) S-matrix of
QED is equivalent to Weinberg’s soft photon theorem.
In this regard we should note that building upon the seminal work of Frohlich
et. al. [14], Balachandran et. al. have already made significant progress in
analyzing the relationship between the group of large gauge transformations
and infrared effects in QED [15, 16]. This group of large gauge transforma-
tions is known as the Sky group and the corresponding charges are defined
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as integral over Cauchy slices in spacetime which intersect spatial-infinity at
i0. Despite some subtle technical differences between the Sky group and the
group of asymptotic symmetries as defined in the present work, we believe
that they are different manifestations of the same group of large gauge trans-
formations. However clarifying this relationship is a question we leave for
the future.
We consider scalar QED1 in flat space-time. Weinberg’s soft theorem can
be written as a relation between scattering amplitudes where the massive
scattering states are defined at future or past time-like infinity and massless
(photon) states defined at null infinity. We show that this theorem is equiva-
lent to Ward identities associated to the infinite dimensional group of “angle
dependent” large gauge transformations of QED.
The paper is divided into the following parts. In section two, we define what
we call the asymptotic phase space of a massive complex scalar field at time-
like infinity. This phase space is analogue to the radiative phase space of a
massless scalar field as derived by Ashtekar and Strubel [8]. One subtlety is
that time-like infinity is usually described by a point and hence one cannot
associate any phase space to it. We thus consider a description of time-like
infinity as a unit space-like hyperboloid H±. This description is analogous to
that of space-like infinity as defined by Ashtekar and Romano [17]. We then
define a phase space of massive fields which are defined on H±. Quantization
of this phase space leads to free (charged) scattering states of the massive
scalar field.
In section three we describe the asymptotic phase space of the interacting
Maxwell + scalar field system. We work in Lorenz gauge, as the derivation
of soft theorem is most succinctly done in this gauge. We show that even
in Lorenz gauge the radiative phase space of the Maxwell field remains the
same as the one obtained by working in radial gauge [5]. Thus the total
“asymptotic phase space” of the system is as a direct product of the radia-
tive phase space of Maxwell field, defined at I±, and the asymptotic phase
space of massive scalar field which is defined at the three manifold H± that
represents time-like infinity.
In section four we derive the generators of large gauge transformations in the
total asymptotic phase space of scalar QED. We show that this generator is
a sum of two parts precisely as in the massless case [8, 5]. There is a term
1Henceforth by scalar QED we would mean the theory where charged scalar particles
are taken to be massive.
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proportional to the time component of the matter current which is an integral
over a three dimensional space-like hyperboloid and there is a term which is
linear in the soft photon field that generates large gauge transformations of
the Maxwell field.
In section five we write down the Ward identities associated to such large
gauge transformations and show the equivalence between these identities and
Weinberg’s soft photon theorem. In section six we summarize the results and
make some comments on applying the present ideas to perturbative gravity.
2 Asymptotics of a free massive scalar field
Consider a free complex scalar field in Minkowski space:
ϕ(x) =
∫
d3~p
(2pi)32Ep
(b(~p)eip·x + d∗(~p)e−ip·x), (1)
where Ep =
√|~p|2 +m2, p · x = −Ept + ~p · ~x. In quantum theory b(~p) and
d(~p) become the annihilation operators for the particles and antiparticles
respectively.
We would like to obtain the ‘free data’ b(~p) and d(~p) from a late time
asymptotics of the field ϕ(x).2 In the m = 0 case this is accomplished
by considering a large time limit along null geodesics, which results in an
identification of b(~p) and d(~p) with radiative phase space data of the field at
future null infinity I+ (see for instance [18, 19]).
For the present m > 0 case, the appropriate late time asymptotics is along
time-like geodesics. We further want to find an analogue of the massless field
radiative phase space. It is then natural to seek for a smooth manifold like
description of time-like infinity. A coordinate system that is well suited for
this purpose is as follows. Consider Minkowski space in spherical coordinates
(t, r, xˆ) (we denote points in the sphere by unit vectors xˆ). For t ≥ r introduce
the rescaled time and radial coordinates:
τ :=
√
t2 − r2, (2)
ρ :=
r√
t2 − r2 , (3)
2For concreteness we focus on future asymptotics, analogous discussion can be made
for asymptotics in the past.
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in terms of which the Minkowski metric reads:
ds2 = −dτ 2 + τ 2
(
dρ2
1 + ρ2
+ ρ2γABdx
AdxB
)
, (4)
where A,B, . . . denote sphere indices and γAB is the unit sphere metric. Eq.
(4) takes the form ds2 = −dτ 2 + τ 2dσ2 with dσ2 the metric of the unit
space-like hyperbolid. We denote this (future) unit hyperboloid by H+. As
we shall see H+ represent the abstract manifold underlaying the asymptotic
phase space of massive fields, in the same way as I+ underlays the asymptotic
phase space of massless fields.
We now compute the τ → ∞ asymptotics of (1) with (ρ, xˆ) fixed. Note
that since t = τ
√
1 + ρ2, this limit is equivalent to:
t→∞ with ~v := ~x/t fixed. (5)
In (τ, ρ, xˆ) coordinates we have:
x · p = τ(−
√
1 + ρ2Ep + ρ xˆ · ~p) =: τf(~p), (6)
so that in the τ → ∞ limit the integral (1) can be evaluated by a saddle
point approximation. The relevant critical points of the function f defined
in (6) are:
∂f
∂pi
= 0 ⇐⇒ ~p = mρxˆ. (7)
Using that f(mρxˆ) = −m and det(∂i∂jf(~p)) = −m2(1 + ρ2)3/2(Ep)−5 one
finds:
ϕ(τ, ρ, xˆ) =
e−ipi/4
√
m
2(2piτ)3/2
(
b(mρ, xˆ)e−iτm + id∗(mρ, xˆ)eiτm
)
+O(τ−5/2). (8)
We now describe the symplectic structure on the free data. Although in
the current free field case we already know the answer (namely the one that
corresponds to the free field Poisson brackets), we rederive this result in a way
that is applicable to the interacting field case discussed in the next section.
The starting point is the covariant phase space symplectic product [20, 21]:
ΩΣ(δ, δ
′) =
∫
Σ
dSµω
µ(δ, δ′), (9)
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where
ωµ(δ, δ′) = −√ggµν(δϕ∂νδ′ϕ∗ + c.c.− δ ↔ δ′), (10)
and Σ is any Cauchy surface. We would like to evaluate this integral on the
τ = constant hyperboloids and take τ → ∞. There is a subtlety here in
that such hyperboloids are not Cauchy surfaces: The τ = constant surfaces
intersect null infinity at u := t − r = 0. In order to have a Cauchy surface
we need to include the u < 0 portion of I+ (we will shortly show that such
portion does not contribute to the symplectic product). Let us denote by Στ
the resulting Cauchy surface, namely:
Στ :=
{ {t2 − r2 = τ 2} for t ≥ r
I+ for t < r. (11)
For the I+ portion we need to consider the (r → ∞, u = constant) asymp-
totic form of the field ϕ(x) (1). A saddle point analysis shows that in this
limit ϕ(x) = O(r−3/2) and ωr(δ, δ′) = O(r−1). As the volume form on I+
is dud2z (where z, z¯ are complex coordinates on the conformal sphere) we
see that indeed the I+ contribution to the symplectic product vanishes.3 To
evaluate the τ = constant hyperboloid contribution we use the asymptotic
form (8) together with
√
g = τ 3ρ2(1 +ρ2)−1/2
√
γ and gτµ = −δτµ. One finds:
ωτ (δ, δ′) =
im2
√
γ
2(2pi)3
ρ2(1 + ρ2)−1/2 (δb δ′b∗ + δd δ′d∗ − δ ↔ δ′) +O(τ−1). (12)
We thus conclude that:
lim
τ→∞
ΩΣτ (δ, δ
′) =
im2
2(2pi)3
∫
H+
d3V (δb δ′b∗ + δd δ′d∗ − δ ↔ δ′) , (13)
where d3V is the volume element of the unit hyperboloid. The complex fields
(b, d) viewed as functions on H+ with symplectic product given by the RHS
of (13) define what we call the asymptotic phase space of the massive field.
From now on this phase space will be denoted by Γφ.
By making the change of variables ~p = ρxˆ one verifies that (13) becomes
the symplectic product associated to the standard free field Poisson brackets:
{b(~p), b∗(~p′)} = {d(~p), d∗(~p′)} = −i(2pi)3(2Ep)δ3(~p− ~p′). (14)
3 By contrast in the massless case one has ϕ(x) = O(r−1) and ωr = O(1).
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3 Asymptotic phase space of scalar electro-
dynamics in Lorenz gauge
We now consider the interacting system of a massive charged scalar ϕ and
Maxwell field Aµ. For definitiveness we work in Lorenz gauge ∇µAµ = 0.
The field equations are:
∇νFµν = Jµ, (−DµDµ +m2)ϕ = 0, (15)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂µAν , Dµ is the gauge covariant derivative,
Dµϕ = ∂µϕ− ieAµϕ, (16)
and Jµ the current of the charged field,
Jµ = ieϕ(Dµϕ)∗ + c.c. (17)
As usual in the asymptotic treatment of nonlinear theories, we need to im-
pose asymptotic conditions on the fields that are compatible with the field
equations. Specifically, we need conditions over the null (t→∞, u = t−r =
const.) and time-like (t → ∞, r/t = const.) limits of the fields. At null
infinity, we assume the fields obey the same leading fall-offs as free fields:
Au = r−1Au(u, xˆ) +O(r−2), Ar = O(r−2), AA = AA(u, xˆ) +O(r−1), (18)
ϕ = O(r−3/2), Ju = O(r−3), Jr = O(r−4), JA = O(r−2). (19)
Conditions (18) are obtained from a saddle point evaluation of the Fourier
expansion of a free Maxwell field in Lorenz gauge (see for instance [5]). Con-
ditions (19) can also be obtained from a saddle point analysis as mentioned
in the previous section. Substituting these expansions in the field equations
(15) one finds that AA(u, xˆ) is undetermined (thus representing free data)
and Au(u, xˆ) satisfies:
4
∂uAu = D
A∂uAA. (20)
We will further assume the ‘free data’ AA(u, xˆ) satisfies the standard radiative
phase space fall-offs:
AA(u, xˆ) = A
±
A(xˆ) +O(u
−). (21)
4A charged massless field would have given a contribution to the right hand side of 20,
as in Eq. (2.9) of [5].
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To describe time-like asymptotics we switch to (ρ, τ) coordinates as de-
fined in the previous section. Using (18) and (19) one finds that in these
coordinates the τ →∞, ρ = const. asymptotics of the Maxwell field is:
Aτ = Aτ (ρ, xˆ)τ−1 +O(τ−1−)
Aρ = Aρ(ρ, xˆ) +O(τ−),
AA = A+A(xˆ) +O(τ−),
(22)
whereAτ andAρ can be written in terms ofAu(∞, xˆ) and certain ρ-dependent
factors. These fall-offs imply that the leading difference between the free and
gauge covariant Klein-Gordon equation is:
DµDµ = − 2ieAτ (ρ, xˆ)τ−1∂τ + . . . . (23)
The extra term has the effect of modifying the asymptotic form of the free
massive field (8) to:
ϕ ∝ τ−3/2ei ln(τ)Aτ (ρ,xˆ)(b(ρ, xˆ)e−iτm + id∗(ρ, xˆ)eiτm) + . . . . (24)
As we shall see, this modification with respect to the asymptotic free field
(8) does not affect the expression of the symplectic product when expressed
in terms of the ‘free data’ b(ρ, xˆ) and d(ρ, xˆ).5
We now describe the symplectic structure of the Maxwell+massive field
system. The covariant phase space symplectic density reads:
ωµ(δ, δ′) =
√
g(δFµνδ′Aν + (Dµδϕ)∗δ′ϕ+ c.c.)− δ ↔ δ′. (25)
Given a solution to the field equation (Aµ, ϕ) and variations δ, δ′ thereof, we
want to evaluate the symplectic product in terms of the asymptotic fields by:
Ω(δ, δ′) := lim
t→∞
∫
Σt
dSµω
µ(δ, δ′), (26)
with Σt a t = constant Minkowski time slice. The asymptotic form of ω
t de-
pends on how the t = constant fields are parametrized in the radial direction
5We expect that the asymptotic behavior (24) matches with the asymptotic fields used
to define IR finite S-matrix in QED [22, 23]. Detailed investigation of this issue is left for
the future.
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as t→∞. If one keeps u = t− r constant, conditions (18) and (19) imply:
ωt = ωr + ωu
ωr =
√
γγMN∂uδ
′ANδAM − δ ↔ δ′ +O(t−1)
ωu = O(t−1).
(27)
If on the other hand one keeps r/t constant, conditions (22) and (24) imply
that ωt coincides with the free massive field symplectic density (12) up to
terms that vanish in the t→∞ limit. We thus conclude that:
Ω(δ, δ′) = ΩA(δ, δ′) + Ωφ(δ, δ′), (28)
where
ΩA(δ, δ
′) =
∫
I+
√
γdu(δAA∂uδ
′AA − δ ↔ δ′) (29)
is the standard symplectic product of the Maxwell field radiative phase space
ΓA and Ωφ(δ, δ
′) the free massive field symplectic product as given in the RHS
of Eq. (13).
This provides the (future) asymptotic phase space of scalar electrody-
namics. Similar considerations apply for the past asymptotic phase space.
4 Asymptotic symmetries and associated charges
We thus see that the full phase space of the system which is relevant for
defining the scattering states is given by Γ := Γφ×ΓA. In the Lorenz gauge
we are considering, the theory has a residual gauge invariance
δλ˜Aµ = ∂µλ˜, δλ˜ϕ = ieλ˜ ϕ (30)
with gauge parameter satisfying the wave equation
 λ˜ = 0. (31)
The asymptotic symmetries are by definition the large gauge transformations
which are nontrivial at infinity. Let us for concreteness focus on future in-
finity. Preservation of fall-offs (18) and (22) impose the following null and
time-like asymptotic conditions on λ˜:
λ˜(u, r, xˆ) = λ(xˆ) +O(r−1), (32)
λ˜(τ, ρ, xˆ) = λH(ρ, xˆ) +O(τ−), (33)
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for some functions λ on the sphere and λH on the hyperboloid. Compatibility
between the null and time-like limits requires that:
lim
ρ→∞
λH(ρ, xˆ) = λ(xˆ). (34)
Since λ˜ satisfies the wave equation, λ(xˆ) provides the unconstrained data
that determines λ˜. On the other hand, the wave equation implies that λH
satisfies Laplace equation on H+:
∆λH(ρ, xˆ) = 0, (35)
where ∆ is the Laplacian on H (the wave operator in (ρ, τ) coordinates is:
 = −∂2τ + τ−2∆).
Conditions (34) and (35) determine λH in terms of λ according to:
λH(ρ, xˆ) =
∫
S2
d2qˆ G(ρ, xˆ; qˆ) λ(qˆ), (36)
where G is an integration kernel satisfying
∆G(ρ, xˆ; qˆ) = 0
limρ→∞ G (ρ, xˆ; qˆ) = δ2(xˆ, qˆ). (37)
To summarize: The large gauge transformations are parametrized by func-
tions on the sphere λ(xˆ).
From Eq. (30) we obtain the following action of large gauge transforma-
tions on the ‘free data’ asymptotic fields:
δλAA(u, xˆ) = ∂Aλ(xˆ) (38)
δλb(~p) = ieλH(~p/m)b(~p) (39)
δλd(~p) = −ieλH(~p/m)d(~p), (40)
where ~p/m denotes the point (ρ, xˆ) = (|~p|/m, ~p/|~p|) on H. In the asymptotic
phase space Γφ, the generators of the large gauge transformations are given
by:
QHλ = −
∫
H+
d3V λH(ρ, xˆ)jτ (ρ, xˆ), (41)
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where jτ is the charge current across H+ defined by:
jτ (ρ, xˆ) = lim
τ→∞
τ 3J τ (τ, ρ, xˆ) = em
2
2(2pi)3
(b(ρ, xˆ)b∗(ρ, xˆ)−d(ρ, xˆ)d∗(ρ, xˆ)). (42)
On the other hand, the contribution to the charges from null infinity were
derived in [8, 5] and are given by
QIλ =
∫
I+
du
√
γλ(xˆ)
[
∂u(D
AAA)− ju
]
, (43)
where ju = limr→∞(r2Ju) is the component of the charge current along I+.
As there are no massless charged particles in the theory, this current vanishes
and whence the total charge which generates large gauge transformations in
the asymptotic phase space Γ is:
Qλ = −
∫
H+
d3V λH jτ +
∫
S2
√
γ λDA[AA] (44)
=: Qhardλ +Q
soft
λ (45)
where we wrote the Maxwell field contribution as a u = ±∞ boundary term
and
[AA](xˆ) := A
+
A(xˆ)− A−A(xˆ). (46)
Following the standard terminology, the contribution to Qλ that is quadratic
in the fields is referred to as ‘hard’ and the one linear in the gauge fields as
‘soft’.
There are two final ingredients that are needed to prove the equivalence
between Ward identities and soft theorem (these ingredients are also present
in the supetranslation case of gravity). The first one is a requirement on the
Maxwell radiative data, namely:
[Fzz¯] = 0 ⇐⇒ Dz[Az] = Dz¯[Az¯]. (47)
We will see that although this condition is implied by the soft theorem, it
is an hypothesis needed when deducing the soft theorem from the Ward
identity. Under condition (47), the soft charge can be written as:
Qsoftλ = −2
∫
d2z
√
γλDz[A
z], (48)
= −2
∫
d2z
√
γλDz¯[A
z¯]. (49)
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The second ingredient is a rewriting of [AA(xˆ)] (and hence of the soft charge)
in terms of the Fourier transform of AA(u, xˆ),
AA(E, xˆ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
AA(u, xˆ)e
iEudu, (50)
according to:6
[AA(xˆ)] = −i lim
Es→0+
EsAA(Es, xˆ). (51)
This concludes the discussion of asymptotic symmetries and charges at
future infinity. Similar discussions goes through for past infinity. Since λ˜
satisfies the free wave equation (31), its value at I− coincides with that of
I+ by an antipodal identification of the future and past conformal spheres.
Thus, the total (future and past) group of asymptotic symmetries coincides
with the corresponding group of massless QED [5], and is parametrized by a
single sphere function λ(xˆ).
5 Equivalence between Ward Identities and
soft theorem
Our starting point is the formal7 S-matrix of QED, which is defined by the
asymptotic (free) in and out states of the massive scalar and Maxwell fields.
We do believe that the proper context to understand asymptotic symme-
tries of QED should be the IR finite S-matrix associated to Kulish-Faddeev
coherent states [22]. We refer to the work [16] which analyzes asymptotic
symmetries in the context of such coherent states. In the radiative phase
space framework the coherent states were described in [10, 24]. We believe
there is a close connection between these works and the ideas in this paper
but investigating these connections is outside the scope of the present paper.
6From the classical radiative phase space perspective, there is no need to specify how the
limit Es → 0 is taken. In quantum theory however, the prescription provides the precise
definition of the soft charge. We choose (51) for convenience, but in fact any prescription
of the form [AA(z, z¯)] = −i limEs→0+ Es(aAA(Es, z, z¯)−(1−a)AA(−Es, z, z¯)) can be used
to show the equivalence. Perhaps physically the most natural choice is a = 1/2 as used in
[5].
7This S-matrix is well known to be IR divergent.
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Whence in this section we start by exploring the consequence of the conjec-
ture that symmetry group of QED S-matrix is the group of large U(1) gauge
transformations. A given QED vacuum state corresponds to spontaneous
breaking of this group to global U(1) and the soft photons are the associated
goldstone bosons. We write down the Ward identities corresponding to this
spontaneously broken symmetry and show that these identities are equivalent
to Weinberg’s soft photon theorem.
5.1 Ward Identity
The starting point is the conjectured identity [5]: Q+λS = SQ
−
λ which one
rewrites as:
Qsoft+λ S − SQsoft−λ = −Qhard+λ S + SQhard−λ . (52)
One then evaluates the matrix elements of (52) between asymptotic states
|in〉 and 〈out| composed of charged particles. In the interaction picture such
states belong to the Fock space associated to the free field operators b(~p) and
d(~p). The hard charge is then defined by a normal ordered version of the
classical expression. Its action on the asymptotic states is determined by the
commutations relations:
[b(~p), Qhardλ ] = −eλH(~p/m)b(~p), [d(~p), Qhardλ ] = eλH(~p/m)d(~p), (53)
which represent the quantum version of relations (39), (40). For the Maxwell
field, the standard free field Fock operators a±(E, z, z¯) are related toAA(E, z, z¯)
(E > 0) by [5]:
Az(E, z, z¯) =
√
γzz¯
4pii
a+(E, z, z¯), Az¯(E, z, z¯) =
√
γzz¯
4pii
a−(E, z, z¯), (54)
where γzz¯ = 2/(1 + zz¯)
2. Using (48), (51) and (54) we write the soft charge
operator as:
Qsoftλ = lim
Es→0+
Es
2pi
∫
d2wλ(w, w¯)∂w¯(
√
γww¯a+(Es, w, w¯)). (55)
From (55) and the commutation relations (53) the matrix element of (52) is
found to be:
lim
Es→0+
Es
2pi
∫
d2wλ(w, w¯)∂w¯
(√
γww¯〈out|a+(Es, w, w¯)S|in〉
)
= e
∑
i
qiλH(~pi/m)〈out|S|in〉,
(56)
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where the sum runs over all external particles, with qi = +1 for outgoing
particles/incoming antiparticles and qi = −1 for incoming particles/outgoing
antiparticles. Below we show that (56) is equivalent to the soft theorem.
5.2 From soft theorem to Ward identity
In the notation of the previous subsection, Weinberg’s soft photon theorem
for an outgoing positive helicity soft photon reads:
lim
Es→0+
Es〈out|aout+ (Es, w, w¯)S|in〉 = e
∑
i
qi
ε+(w, w¯) · pi
(q/Es) · pi 〈out|S|in〉, (57)
where q/Es ≡ (1, qˆ) with qˆ parametrized by (w, w¯) and ε+(w, w¯) the polar-
ization vector [5]:
ε+µ(w, w¯) = 1/
√
2(w¯, 1,−i,−w¯). (58)
We now perform the operation (2pi)−1
∫
d2wλ(w, w¯)∂w¯
(√
γww¯ on both sides
of (57). The LHS becomes the left term in (56). The RHS takes the same
form as the right term in (56), with a multiplier λ′(~p/m) given by:
λ′(~p/m) =
∫
d2wG(~p/m;w, w¯)λ(w, w¯), (59)
G(~p/m;w, w¯) :=
1
2pi
∂w¯
(√
γww¯
ε+(w, w¯) · p
(q/Es) · p
)
. (60)
Parametrizing the 3-momentum particle as ~p = mρxˆ one can verify that (60)
takes the following simple form:
G(ρ, xˆ; qˆ) =
γ1/2(w, w¯)
4pi
(
√
1 + ρ2 − ρqˆ · xˆ)−2. (61)
We now show that G(ρ, xˆ; qˆ) is nothing but the kernel G discussed in section
4. First, by direct computation one can verify that G satisfies the Laplace
equation on the hyperboloid (ρ, xˆ):
∆G(ρ, xˆ; qˆ) = 0, (62)
where the explicit coordinate expression of the Laplacian is:
∆ = (1 + ρ2)∂2ρ + ρ
−1(2 + 3ρ2)∂ρ + ρ−2(1 + zz¯)2∂z∂z¯ (63)
14
((z, z¯) parametrizes xˆ). Second, we note that:8
lim
ρ→∞
√
γww¯
ε+(w, w¯) · p
(q/Es) · p = (w − z)
−1. (64)
From (60), (64) and ∂w¯(w − z)−1 = 2piδ2(w − z) we conclude that:
lim
ρ→∞
G(ρ, z, z¯;w, w¯) = δ2(w − z). (65)
It then follows that G satisfies the defining relations (37) for G and hence
λ′(ρ, xˆ) coincides with λH(ρ, xˆ) as defined in section 4. This completes the
derivation of the Ward identity (56) from the soft theorem (57).
We conclude by noting that the fact that G(ρ, xˆ; qˆ) is real implies condi-
tion (47). Starting with the soft theorem for a negative helicity soft photon
and repeating the same operation as before (with ∂w in place of ∂w¯), one
obtains an equation as in (56) with λ′ =
∫
d2wG∗(~p/m;w, w¯)λ(w, w¯) (here
we used the fact that the negative helicity polarization vector is the com-
plex conjugated of the positive helicity one). Since G is real, we obtain the
same λ′ as before. As this holds true for any choice of λ on the sphere, one
concludes that:
lim
Es→0+
Es∂w¯(
√
γww¯a+(Es, w, w¯)) = lim
Es→0+
Es∂w(
√
γww¯a−(Es, w, w¯)), (66)
which corresponds to the classical condition (47).
5.3 From Ward identity to soft theorem
Consider the Ward identity (56) with
λ(w, w¯) = (zs − w)−1. (67)
By integration by parts, the LHS of the Ward identity becomes the LHS of
the soft theorem (57) (times an overall multiplicative factor
√
γzsz¯s) with soft
photon direction given by zs. The gauge parameter on H determined by (67)
is:
λH(~p/m) =
∫
d2wG(~p/m;w, w¯) (zs − w)−1, (68)
=
√
γzsz¯s
ε+(zs, z¯s) · p
(q/Es) · p , (69)
8This limit is equivalent to the m → 0, ~p = constant limit, and thus the expression
coincides with the soft factor for massless particles.
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where we used (60) and made an integration by parts. As before q/Es ≡
(1, qˆ(zs, z¯s)). We thus obtain the RHS of (57) (times the overall multiplicative
factor
√
γzsz¯s) and recover the soft theorem for a positive helicity photon. The
soft theorem for a negative helicity photon is similarly obtained by starting
with the version of the Ward identity that uses the form (49) of the soft
charge, and by taking λ(w, w¯) = (z¯s − w¯)−1.
6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we have explored the consequences of an infinite dimensional
group of large gauge transformations being a symmetry group of massive
QED. We showed that precisely as in the case of massless QED [5], the
Ward identities associated to these asymptotic symmetries are equivalent to
Weinberg’s soft photon theorem [11].
There are two key ingredients that allowed us to extend the analysis of
massless charges given in [5] to the case of massive charges. The first one is a
suitable definition of time-like infinity that provides a kinematical arena for
the asymptotic phase space of massive fields. The situation here is analogous
to how the radiative phase space of massless fields is defined at null infinity
[8].
The second ingredient is the use of a gauge fixing condition that is well
behaved at both null and time-like infinity. Here Lorenz gauge proved to
be a convenient choice which furthermore facilitated the comparison with
Weinberg’s soft factors. On this issue it is important to emphasize that the
soft theorem, the Ward identities, and their equivalence are all gauge in-
variant statements. The gauge choice features in the specific form taken by
individual terms of an otherwise gauge invariant sum. On the soft theorem
side, the gauge choice is reflected in the polarization vectors of the photons.
On the Ward identity side, the gauge choice determines how the sphere func-
tion λ(xˆ) extends inside the unit hyperboloid that describes time-like infinity.
One of the main motivations behind recent resurgence in the field of
asymptotic symmetries in QFTs is to understand the symmetry group of
quantum gravity in asymptotically flat spacetimes. It is well known since
60s that the symmetry group of asymptotically flat solutions to Einstein’s
equations is the BMS group which is a semi-direct product of so called su-
pertranslations (“angle dependent” translations along null infinity) and the
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Lorentz group. By postulating the BMS group (in fact a diagonal subgroup
of the two BMS groups which are associated to future and past null infinities)
Strominger and collaborators showed that the Ward identities associated to
the infinite dimensional Abelian group of supertranslations is equivalent to
the soft graviton theorem. Their analysis was done for the case where the
gravitating particles are massless and hence all the scattering states were
defined at null infinity. It is therefore a natural question to ask if, by postu-
lating BMS group as a symmetry of (perturbative) quantum gravity coupled
to massive fields, can one derive similar remarkable consequences like the soft
graviton theorems. Based on the analysis done in this paper, and using the
asymptotic phase space of massive scalar field on which the action of (late
time) diffeomorphisms associated to supertranslations could be defined, we
find this to be highly plausible and hope to come back to it in near future.
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